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Abstract 
Today, secure systems are built by identifying potential vul- 

nerabilities and then adding protections  to thwart the associ- 
ated attacks.  Unfortunately, the complexity of today's systems 
makes it impossible to prove  that all attacks are stopped, so 
clever attackers find   a way around  even the most carefully 
designed protections.  In this article, we take a sobering  look 
at the state of secure system design, and ask ourselves why the 
"security arms race" never ends? The answer lies in our inabil- 
ity to develop adequate security verification technologies. We 
then examine an advanced defensive system in nature -the hu- 
man immune system -and we discover that it does not remove 
vulnerabilities, rather it adds offensive measures to protect 
the body when  its vulnerabilities  are penetrated.    We close 
the article with brief speculation on how the human immune 
system could inspire more capable secure system designs. 

1.Introduction 
It seems that one inescapable truth in computer security is that, 
regardless of the system, attackers always find vulnerabilities 
to exploit, and if those vulnerabilities are fixed, they will soon 
find ways around those protections.  1bis "security arms race," 
as it is called, persists because,  despite advances in security 
verification  [l, 2], the complexity  ofreal  systems precludes 
the possibility of proving that a design cannot be attacked. 

 

1.1. Why the Security Arms Race Never Ends 
In an ideal world, hardware and software designers could 
harness powerful security analysis tools that would implement 
proofs for each vulnerability of concern, in an effort to show 
that for a particular system: 

V (programs, inputs, vulnerabilities )  (system is secure) 

Unfortunately, the creation of truly secure systems is not possi- 
ble for arbitrary systems running arbitrary software, because: 
• Itis not possible to easily define what it means for the system 

to be secure. Specific properties such as confidentiality and 
    integrity are useful, but are incomplete notions of security. 
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• Even for a specific vulnerability and definition of system 

security, the resulting verification problems are intractable 
and tend not to scale to practical systems. 

• It is not possible to know all possible threats and vulner- 
abilities a priori. This lack of knowledge is exactly what 
attackers exploit. 

While much progress has been made in formal verification, 
success is limited in type and scale of the systems addressed 
(e.g., SLAM [3]) or scope of the analysis (e.g., Whoop [4]). 
Thus given the complexity of today's systems, the goal of 
securing general software and hardware remains unreachable 
through security proofs. 

The incompleteness and intractability of formalized secu- 
rity verification techniques is further exacerhated by the fast- 
growing complexity of modern systems. Fueled by the com- 
putational and memory resources made available by Moore's 
Law, designers are continually building systems with increased 
complexity. A recent study of lines of code for avionic systems 
found that the code size in Boeing and Airbus commercial jets 
is growing at a rate of 2x every four years [5]. Another study 
for Ford vehicles found a !Ox increase in the size of on-board 
software over a 3 year period [6]. Similar trends can be seen 
in hardware design complexity. A recent study of Apple SoCs 
found that the number of accelerators grew from 9 to 37 in 
less than decade, with no sign of slowing [7]. 

1.2. Functional Verification Isn't Scaling to the Challenge 
Functional verification works to find system design errors, 
many of which are vulnerabilities that could be exploited to 
penetrate security.  During functional testing, which is the 
workhorse of verification technologies, engineers use hand- 
made tests, random testing, and formal analysis to exercise 
as much of the functionality of the design as possible, given 
engineering resources [8]. Again, due to the complexity of 
modern systems, there is no hope to fully test the system, so 
verification engineers direct tests toward likely runtime states. 

For functional verification, it is important to test the most 
likely states to be visited while the system is in operation. 
Thus, "coverage metrics" are used to assess to what extent 
these likely states have been exantined [9]. Studies have shown 
that while a design possesses a multitude of reachable states, 
normal operation only touches a tiny fraction of these states 
[10, ll], leading to verification of likely states being a very 
effective functional verification approach. 

While "best effort" serves functional verification well, it 
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falls way short of what is necessary for high-quality security 
verification. Functional verification wants to find the bugs 
that are likely to be encountered with real-world software, 
thus, it is possible to find most of them by running real-world 
software on test systems. Security verification, on the other 
hand, is a very different endeavor. Attackers do not seek out 
likely execution scenarios, as these are quite unlikely to have 
vulnerabilities. Instead, attackers seek out the most unlikely 
configurations, because these have not been well tested. For ex- 
ample, if an attacker wants to exploit a program asking which 
day of the month you were born, their inclination is to enter a 
negative number, to see how the program responds to the unex- 
pected. Much research supports this observation that attackers 
seek unlikely execution scenarios [12, 13]. The implication 
for verification engineers is that testing the most likely execu- 
tion scenarios provides very little value inhardening a system 
against security attacks. Instead, security verification engi- 
neers have to explore the most unlikely execution scenarios, 
and if they want high coverage vulnerability coverage, they 
must work toward verifying all possible system configurations 
- which of course is impractical for non-trivial systems. As 
such, verification methods, which already fall short for func- 
tional verification, fall even shorter for security verification. In 
the end, large complex designs are released to the public with 
yet-to-be-found security vulnerabilities lying within them. 

Given the higher bar for security verification, two additional 
forms of verification have emerged: red teaming and bug 
bounties. Red teaming engages a team of attackers to ethically 
attack a system to discover its vulnerabilities [14]. 'fypi.cally, 
the team is hired externally from a white-hat attacker company, 
although some larger organizations have in-house red teams. 
Red teams employ the same tools that black-hat attackers use 
to penetrate the system, ranging from prepackaged exploits, 
to random test-generation tools, and hand-crafted attacks. If 
the red team is very skilled, the approach can be unmatched 
for the degree and quality of the vulnerabilities found, but 
ultimately the system will still possess vulnerabilities. 

In a similar vein, the white-hat attack research community, 
composed primarily of acadentics, security research compa- 
nies, and independent researchers, expends significant effort 
to attack real systems to expose vulnerabilities before they can 
be exploited. The white-hat attack community is essentially a 
publicly funded redteam, providing open access to the discov- 
ered vulnerabilities. Support for white-hat attacking research 
is a powerful measure to find important threats. Ifwell funded, 
the white-hat attack community can help designers understand 
the threat landscape, so as to better craft future secure systems 
and their protections. In the US, the National Science Foun- 
dation (NSF) has long supported white-hat attack research 
through the SaTC program [15], although supported efforts 
typically include the development of protections as well. 

Perhaps the most effective means to find security vulnera- 
bilities that are ntissed by security verification is to purchase 
them from would-be attackers before they are used to harm 
users, using what are called "bug bounties" [16]. Bug bounties 
are paid to attackers that find a yet-unknown security vulner- 
ability.  If the vulnerability  is responsibly disclosed to the 

holder of the bounty and verified, the attacker will typically 
be paid a bounty in proportion to the vulnerability'• severity. 
Severity is often scored using the industry standard Common 
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [17]. Bug bounties have 
been quickly growing in number and amounts in the last few 
years because it has been shown to be an effective method to 
entice attackers to disclose a uew vulnerability, rather than 
use it to harm the users of a vulnerable system. For example, 
Intel instituted its security bug bounty program in March 2017, 
and expanded its payouts to up to $250,000 in Fehruary 2018 
[18]. Yet, even with lucrative bug bounties, attackers will 
often choose to retain vulnerabilities for their own use. 

2. InSearch of Advanced Defense Systems -The 
Human Immune System 

To move heyond the lintitations of security verification, in 
this work we explore vulnerability-tolerant secure systems. 
These systems, despite having exposed vulnerabilities, are still 
resistant to attack because they incorporate defenses that make 
them impractically difficult to penetrate. Surprisingly, there is 
a prime example of a "security" system of this form in nature 
in the human immune system. Consequently, we have studied 
the human immune system for inspiration on how to achieve 
the goal of a vulnerability-tolerant secure system. 

2.1. Properties of the Hnman Immune System 
The human immune system is a very effective analogy for sys- 
tem security, where the "system"is the human body, the "secu- 
rity defenses" are the immunity mechanisms inthe body, and 
the "attackers" are all forms of disease. It is very instrnctive to 
examine the human immune system, since its capabilities are 
significantly more advanced that even today's most advanced 
security technologies. Specifically, the human immune system 
has the following highly desirable defense properties: 
Vulnerability Tolerant - The human immune system is not 
focused on finding and fixing vulnerabilities, in fact, our 
bodies are constantly under attack from diseases in our en- 
vironment. Instead, the human immune system focuses on 
thwarting the attacks of diseases once they enter the body. 
Antifragile - Our immune system, when exposed to a 
pathogen with a successful recovery, gains strengthened pro- 
tections against that pathogen for years into the future. This 
very powerful property of the immune systems forms the 
basis for vaccinations, where the immune system is exposed 
to weak strains of a disease to build up defenses that can stop 
later exposures to the same disease. 

Reinforceable - When we feel sick, our body engages ad- 
ditional defense mechanisms to strengthen defenses. For 
example, when the body experiences an infection, a fever is 
induced to slow the growth of the invading pathogens. Simi- 
larly, our ability to learn and invent has further extended this 
reinforcement capability -when we feel prolonged sickness 
or discomfort, we can go to the doctor for treatment. 

2.2. How Does the Immune System Work? 
It is interesting to study the details of the immune system, to 
better understand how it gains its powerful defensive prop- 



 
 

voJ.d target () l 
printf("You overflowed successfully, gg"l; 
exit(Ol; 

J 
voj,d vulnerable(ahllr•strl) { 

abar buf[SJ ; 
strcpy(buf, strll; 

} 
int main() <                                                                                                         
vulnerable ("ffffffffffffffff\sf0\.01\xOl\•OO•); 
printf(wThiB only prints in normal control flow•); 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1: T Cells Attacking a Cancer Cell. Inthe figure. three 
T-cells are surrounding and attacking a cancer cell (center).T-cells 
represent a primary component of the immune syst.em's vulnerability 
tolerant defense capability.Used with permission from [19]. 

 
erties. The vulnerability tolerance of the immune system is 
attained through an active set of measures to seek out and 
destroy pathogens that have entered the body. Of particular 
note in this regard are the white blood cells and their T-cell 
variant T-cells form a family of cells that attack pathogens, as 
shown in Figure 1. The effector T-rells, which attack invading 
pathogens, have a special capability to differentiate between 
host cells and invading disease. 

The binding mechanisms inthe T-cells can be adapted over 
time to better attack commonly occurring pathogens through 
a process called somatic hypennuta.ti.on, which rearranges the 
DNA of T-cells to induce diversity in their properties. This 
process ensures that T-rells exist at all times in many variants; 
thus, if a pathogen were to attack a T-cell variant, there would 
be many other variants that could still protect the body. 

The somatic hypermutation process is an example of a mov- 
ing target defense. A moving target defense is a defensive 
system that deliberately introduces entropy in the system to 
increase uncertainty [20].By introducing uncertainty,the at- 
tacker must probe the system to identify uncertain values. In 
theimmune syst.em, this would require a pathogen, such as a 
virus, to adapt to the a specific T-cell variant. However, most 
T-cells only live a few months, so they are aquickly moving 
target, such that most infections cannot adapt fast enough to 
overtake the body's defenses. 

The anti.fragility of the immune system is also aninteresting 
feature to consider.When T-cells identify apathogen toattack, 
they split into an effector T-cell and a memory T-cell. The 
effector T-cell attacks the pathogen, which is then removed 
by the spleen. The memory T-cell has an extended lifespan of 
about 5-10 years that is specifically conditioned to recognhe 
the specific pathogen in the future andinitiate the production 
of associated effector T-cells. Itis the memory T-cells that 
provide theimmune system with its antifragility property. 

The reinforcement property of the immune system arises 
from both innate :responses, such as vomiting or fever, as well 
as learned responses.Our ability to learn and invent has sig- 
nificantly extended this capability. When we feel sick, we can 
use over-the-counter medicines or see a doctor for treatment 

Figure 2.: Example Attack Code. This code performs a buffer 
overflow  attack in the call to nrr:py().  The address of  target() 
is oxooo1olf o, which is expressed in the overflow string as 
"\xflJ\xOl\xO1\x.00".We note that the attack codeutilizes unspecified 
semantics associated with array overflows, stack frame organization, 
and code addresses. 

In addition, this capability allows us to better maintain good 
health, via eKerCise, better diet, and smarter life choices. This 
mechanism is incredibly powerful, having doubled average 
human lifespan from 35 to 70 years inthe last 500 years. 

Clearly,when oneconsiders thehuman immune system, it is 
significantly more advanced than any comparable computer or 
network security system. Infact, if the human immune system 
were equivalent to today's secure system designs, we would 
all be living our lives inhazmat suits, since our primary de- 
fense against disease would be to ensure that no pathogen ever 
entered our body IWhile it is easy to see that immune-system 
inspired defenses benefithuman populations, a carefully de- 
signed defense can protect individual computer systems as 
well. We outline such a system in the next section. 

3. Crafting a Vulnerability-Tolerant System 
While we see that a laudable long-term goal is to design a se- 
cure system that has all the desirable properties of the immune 
system, atthis stage of our efforts, we arefocusing ontheprop- 
erty of vulnerability tolerance. As our efforts continue, we 
willexpand our focus to antifragility and later reinforcability. 
Consequently, to build a secure system that isvulnerability tol- 
erant, it is necessary to construct a computing platform that is 
benign to regular programs but hostile to malicious programs. 

3.1. Regolar Programs are from Mars; Malicious Pro- 
grams arefrom Venus 

To make life easy for regular programs but hostile for mali- 
cious programs, we need to carefully consider the differences 
between these two types of programs. Figure 2 shows mali- 
cious code that performs a buffer overflow attack in strcpy(). 
At first glance, one might limit the difference between the 
malicious and non-malicious code tothe observation that the 
malicious code overflows variablebuf[] to overwrite the return 
address of vulnerable( ), and the non-malicious version (when 
the string passed to strcpy() is length 4 or less) does not How- 
ever, if one takes amore nuanced view, more distinctions exist 
We olnene that regu'larprognuns utilke rpecifiedprogram- 
level semantics, while maliciousprograms lean heavily on 
unspecified execution-le11el snnantics. 

Unspecified semantics areexecution-level semantics that are 
not explicitly documented, typically because they are proper- 
ties of the underlying implementation. Examples of undefined 



semantics include: out-of-bound array access semantics, unini- 
tialized variable values, execution tinting, microarchitectural 

 
Type Name Entropy I 

Bits Recovered 

 
Tlllle (s) 

sharing characteristics, etc. While savvy programmers know 
that these values exist and often are static, they would never 
build a program that relied on these unspecified semantics, 
as these properties could easily change from one build of the 
program to the next, or from one CPU architecture to another. 

Malicious programs, in contrast, routinely utilize a variety 
of undefined semantics to subvert security measures. For ex- 
ample, the code in Figure 2 copies memory past the end of the 
array buff ] (unspecified semantic: out-of-bound array access), 
which overwrites the return address (unspecified semantic: 
return address location) with the value of OxO OO lO lf O (un- 
specified semantic: code address). We performed an extensive 
study of attacks across a wide range of attack classes and we 
found, without counterexample, that malicious programs ex- 
tensively utilize unspecified semantics. We are not the first to 
observe this as debugging tools have long focused on finding 
unspecified semantics (e.g., UBSan [21]). Indeed, programs 
can utilize unspecified semantics without malice, as we have 
observed in a few isolated cases in code we have analyzed. 

 
3.2. Boosting Uncertainty with Moving Target Defenses 
Given that malicious programs utilize unspecified semantics 
and regular programs avoid them, an attractive approach to 
vulnerability-tolerant secure design is to keep well-defined 
semantics as such and randomize the unspecified program 

semantics each time a program is executed. The use of ran- 
domization on unspecified semantics as a defensive measure 
is an example of a moving target defense [20]. Moving target 
defenses deliberately introduce change into a system, which in 
turn increases the attacker's uncertainty of the system's state. 

By randomizing the undefined semantics of a program each 
time it runs, the attacks built for a system with static unspeci- 
fied semantics will no longer work, as key attack values have 
become randomized. Moving target defenses force the at- 
tacker to probe the system for the unkntJWn values needed 
toperpetrate an attack. Probing involves conducting an ex- 
periment where the outcome yields some information about 
the uncertain value. For example, if the code in Figure 2 must 
contend with a moving target defense applied to the location 
of the code, the attacker must first probe the system to deter- 
mine the address of target(). The malicious program could 
(naively) introduce a memory scanner that searches the 48-bit 
RISC-V address space for the function target(). With extreme 
patience, the scanner will eventually locate target() and then 
the corrected string can be injected into the call to strcpy(). 

Fortunately, we have a prime example of how the attacker 
community responds to moving target defenses in address 
space layout randomization (ASLR) [22]. ASLR randomizes 
the location of the code, heap, and stack each time a program 
runs, which bas the effect of applying a moving target defense 
to code/data locations and pointer values. Today, ASLR is 
widely deployed; Table I lists ASLR defenses and the subse- 
quent probes attackers developed to overcome the resulting 
uncertainty. The table also shows the entropy of defenses 
(or number of bits recovered) and estimated time for an at- 

 

 

Defense 32-bit PaX ASLR [22] 16 bits n/a 
- Attack Blind calls (Pfafi) [24]

16 bits 216 
Defense 64-bit ASLR 30 bits nia 

- Attack BROP [25] 30 bits 1,200 
- Attack CROP [26] 30 bits 14,580 
- Attack Dedup Est Macbina [27] 30 bits 1,800 
- Attack JUMP over ASLR [28] 9 bits 0.06 

- Attack AnC [23] 30 bits
150 

 

 

Table 1:ASLR Defenses and Probing Attacks. This time-ordered 
table lists ASLR defenses and attack probes usedto recover random- 
ized addresses for that defertse. Itis evident that strong moving target 
defenses (e.g. 64-bit ASLR) result inlong probe times. 

 
tack. While one-time moving target defenses like ASLR are 
very powerful stumbling blocks for attackers, today they form 
only temporary barriers since, with enough time and ingenu- 
ity, attackers can overcome all types of ASLR. For example, 
the AnC attack is able to recover a full 48-bit x86_64 virtual 
address in about 150 seconds [23]. As shown in Table 1, at- 
tacking moving target defenses with high entropy requires 
either i) more advanced probing techniques and/or ii) signifi- 
cant probe times. Given this trend, we would expect increased 
probe time for systems with advanced moving target defenses. 

3.3. Ensembles of Moving Target Defenses with Chum 
Moving target defenses that randomize program state each 
time the program is run (like ASLR) are powerful defenses, 
but ultimately, with enough resources the attacker can succeed 
in probing the system for the information needed to attack. If 
we want to bring moving target defenses to the next level, we 
must leverage ensembles of moving target defenses (EMTDs) 
to boost uncertainty and combine them with a runtime re- 
randomization capability, which we call churn. 

The introduction of a churn mechanism can thwart even 
the most patient attackers.  Churn re-randomizes the values 
that attackers need to craft successful attacks. Thus, with the 
high levels of uncertainty provided by ensembles of moving 
target defenses andfast churn rates, attack probes will fail 
to discern the unkntJWn values for which they search. For 
example, an attack probe for the code in Figure 2 searches 
the address space for the function target(). With churn, the 
function target() could repeatedly move in the address space as 
the search progresses, thus, the probe would only succeed on 
the infinitesimal chance that target() moves to the immediate 
vicinity of the attack probe's search. 

To make EMTDs with churn an even more hostile environ- 
ment for attackers, it is possible to combine churn with an 
attack detector. The detector can watch for operations indica- 
tive of undefined semantics (e.g., arithmetic on code pointers) 
and then immediately initiate a churn cycle in response to a 
possible attack. Under normal operation, churn could pro- 
ceed at a rate that has negligible performance impact but is 
orders-of-magnitude faster than expected probe times. When 
the detector is triggered, a churn cycle is immediately started, 
which severely limits the time available for a successful at- 
tack probe.  In our analyses, we have observed that regular 



programs rarely trigger the detector while attack probes are 
rife with operations that trigger the detector, such that attacks 
would indeed be forced to contend with continuous churn. 

To get a sense of how EMTDs with churn could thwart 
attacks, again consider the buffer overflow attack shown in 
Figure 2. The buffer overflow attack invokes target() when vul- 
nerable() returns. The program is malicious because the string 
passed to strcpy() is too long for the array buff ], allowing the 
string to overwrite the return address of vulnerable() with the 
entry-point of target(). With aggressive EM'ID defenses, two 
complications could be thrown at the attacker: i) the address of 
target() could be randomized by underlying defenses, and ii) 
the representation of code pointers (which is expressed in the 
string as "\xf O \xOl \xOl \xO O") could adopt a randomized 
representation, such as being encrypted, making the pointer in 
the string incorrectly encoded as plaintext. To overcome these 
challenges, the attacker would have to significantly probe the 
EM'ID-protected system to discover i) the location of target( ) 
and ii) the representation of code pointers. It is quite likely 
that these probes would take several minutes or more, even 
with the most advanced probes. Unfortunately (for the at- 
tacker), the churn mechanism will re-randomize the address 
of target() and its pointer representation within a short period 
(e.g., 50 ms). Even worse - if the attacker's probes trigger 
the attack detector, a new churn cycle will start immediately, 
which will effectively destroy the address of target( ) and again 
re-randomize the representation of code pointers. 

Revisiting the question of how vulnerability-tolerant archi- 
tectures can protect individual systems, we observe that the 
key theme behind vulnerability-tolerant defenses is to layer 
several independent protections such that each prevents an 
attack from abusing undefined seniantics. Each layer is de- 
signed to randomize undefined semantics and thwart attacks 
and probes that are designed to reverse-engineer them.  As 
a result, while EMTDs are inspired by immune systems in 
nature, they can be tuned to protect individual systems or even 
individual classes of attacks. 

4. Conclusions 
Traditional security protections often fall short because the 
complexity of proving that protections cannot be circumvented 
nearly always outstrips the capabilities of existing verification 
technologies. Inthis article, we speculate on the possibility 
of vulnerability-tolerant secure system design approaches, in- 
spired in part by the human immune system. Ensembles of 
moving target defenses with churn bring together multiple 
defenses to protect a system from attacks. The churning mech- 
anism is able to re-randomize these values at runtime to stop 
attempts to de-randomize the system, without inlpacting regu- 
lar programs. Together, these protections have great potential 
to advance the state of the art in secure system design. 
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